St Vincent’s
Growing for nature, community and God.

“Nature makes trees put down deep roots before having them bear fruit,
and even this is done gradually.”
-- Vincent de Paul
“But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of the air
and they shall tell thee: or speak to the earth and it shall teach thee; and the
fishes of the sea shall declare onto thee” – Job 12:7-8

The concept
St Vincent's Catholic church is surrounded by a green space which is currently populated with a
number of beautiful flowers and trees. However, it has the possibility for a blossoming future. This
project proposes a number of changes to fill the area with life and prosperity. The proposed plan
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details planting an orchard with a variety of fruit and nut trees, building a bug hotel, inoculating logs
with mushrooms, increasing the biodiversity of the grassland through dispersal of yellow rattle seeds
throughout it and finally by creating a caterpillar nursery.
We wish to make this project as inclusive as possible of the community and invite them to join us in
various stages of its development. An example of this involvement would be getting involved in
planting tree saplings. This will give people a deeper connection to the land this church is built upon.
This will encourage them to spend more time in the green space and use it how they see fit; whether
that be to feel closer to God, to relax or to feel connected to nature.
Purpose of the project.
We are living in a world which is engulfed in anxiety due to a number of reasons; the impending
climate crisis, the aftermath of a global pandemic which has aided in a cost of living crisis and
disconnected communities. This project will allow us to do something on the local scale to tackle
these issues. As the saying goes: “Think globally, act locally”.
How will it help?
● The increased number of flowers on the site will provide nectar for pollinators e.g. bees and
butterflies, boosting their rapidly declining populations.
● Fruit and nut trees provide fantastic habitats and viable food sources for a host of species
(trees attract insects which then attract birds to eat them).
● The butterfly nursery will mean that declining species in the area will have the opportunity to
flourish once again.
● Bug hotels will provide insects such as butterflies a space to hibernate during winter.
● Fruits, nuts and mushrooms will provide healthy food for humans
● Growing and harvesting food increases the level of connection a person feels to the land
which comes with mental and physical benefits, such as a reduction in anxiety and improved
immune systems. Doing this in a community setting improves social cohesion and greatly
enhances the extent of these benefits.
● Studies have found that when people are in green spaces which are richer in biodiversity i.e
lots of different plants, hearing bird songs, they exhibit a better mental and physical state.
The site currently
Butterfly population in the area.
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source the yorkshire butterfly atlashttps://yorkshirebutterflyatlas.org.uk/richness?vc=61

Soil type: Mud and silt stone (source digimap)
average Soil pH : 8.27 (done by lab analysis) using blood meal will add nutrients and lower the pH.

The pH scale, showing the effects of soil acidity and alkalinity on the availability of different minerals. Colours indicate
availability of the elements. Green: available; yellow: low availability; red: not available

The plan
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Activity

Equipment

How to do it

Cost

Engaging with The reason for After the
the
this is to
11th of
community
understand the November
level of
interest for the
project . Find
out if people
want to help
with the
creation or
just to enjoy
it.

N/A

Speak to Paddy
and Columba
about Organising
a day

free

Sow yellow
rattle seeds

Metal rake
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Purpose

The yellow
rattle is called
the meadow
maker. This is
a plant that is
parasitic on
grass meaning
it reduces
grass
population
allowing for
other
wildflowers to
grow.

When to do
it

Mid
November
to early
December.

Yellow rattle
seeds

1. scarify
the soil
with the
rake.
2. Put the
seeds in
the
exposed
soil
3. Gently
rake soil
back over
them

Already
brought

Make steps
down to the
slope onto the
site

This it to
make the site
more
accessible

This will be
done once
enough
stones are
collected.
Aim to be
completed
in
November December.
Will likely
take 2 days
to complete.

Make final
decision on
we’re to plant
trees
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Making sure
people are
happy with
the places that
the tree have
been chosen

To happen
after the
11th of
November

Shovels
Gloves
Proper footwear
Stones with two
flat sides.
People willing to
help (one
volunteer already
offered support)

None needed

Follow steps
in video
below
https://w
ww.youtu
be.com/w
atch?v=Y
4hTEWV
sFYE

Possibly
free if
shovels
can be
borrowed
and stones
can be
found.
If not
around
£50

£27-£40
per tree.
Max £200

Plant trees,
Gooseberry
and Black
current
bushes.

To create the
orchard

This will
happen in
mid
December
once the
trees have
arrived.

shovels
Fertilisers (blood
meal)
Gloves

Dig a hole (size
dependent on
tree)

£10 for
fertilisers

Pour in some
blood meal with
some water.

Proper footwear
Plant the trees.
Leave at least a 2
m space between
each tree

Clear the
backspace
behind the car
park, To
create the
butterfly
nursery.
Also Look at
what
resources are
there which
we can use
across the site
i.e bug hotel.
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Some
Throughout
Caterpillars
December
are fussy
and January
eaters and will
only feed on
particular
plants.
However
these plants
are often not
the prettiest.
So I
recommend
cleaning the
area behind
the car park,
where people
don’t go due
to the
steepness.
And then
plant these
less appealing
but vital
plants in the
area. This
provides a
habitat for the
caterpillars
but will also
increase
butterflies in
the orchard
and wildlife
area.

Gloves
Proper footwear

No cost
unless
things
need to be
taken to
the dump.
Which
would
mean
needing
someone
with a car.

Plant
butterflies
nursery on the
slope

These shrubs
are vital for a
number of
caterpillars;
without them
the
populations
will die off.

This can be
done once
the space is
cleared but
best to do it
before the
end of
February

Spade
Holly,
Blackthorn (sloe)
Buckthorn

These small
shrubs will be
planted within a 2
m gap of each
other.

£37.47

They will require
pruning but that
will be a few
years after
planting as they
quite small
This side of the
site had a pH of
7.8 so will still
require some
blood meal

Mushroom
log pile

This will
provide the
user of the site
with a edible
mushroom
crop

Done in
Healthy logs
March
Mushroom kit
preferable in Drill
the first 3
weeks

This guide will be
followed and
printed off near
the time
https://northspore.com/p
ages/grow-mushroomson-logsvideos#:~:text=Tradition
al%20log%20method%3
A&text=We%20recomm
end%20spacing%20hole
s%20four,wax%20over
%20each%20plugged%2
0hole.

Kits cost
between
£18 to £30
From
urban
farm-it
https://urbanfarmit.com/product
/mushroomgrow-kitvariety-valuepack/
https://urbanfarmit.com/product
/shiitakemushroomlog-growingkit/

Log often
found on
facebook
marketpla
ce for free
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Bug hotel

This will be to
provide a
habitat for
bugs

To be done
in March

Pallets
Sticks
Pinecones
Broke
pots/rooftiles/slate
Soil
A 2 sheets of
wood the size of
the pallets to
make the green
roof.

Build the bug
hotel by using this
guide, which will
be printed off on
the day
https://down-toearth.co.uk/garde
ning-forwildlife/build-agarden-bug-hotelin-your-garden/

Cost will
come from
nails,
woodsheet
s ,the soil
and seed
for the
green
roofs
£30

Seeds for roof(
recommend plants
in images below)

Website for trees and butterfly nursery.(buy 3 trees get 1 free and free delivery)
https://3fatpigs.co.uk/3-common-buckthorn-rhamnus-cathartica-2-3ft-tall-wildlife-hedging-plants/
Seeds for bug hotels can be bought from ebay. However some have already been harvested
Cost £300 to £400
£300 if things are found/donated. £400 if things have to be brought.

Example of how to set up the logs
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Oyster mushroom

daisy and Chives
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Shiitake mushroom

Quaking grass
Crimson clover

Mexican

